The Nike SB Dunk
Collection: Curated
by Jeff Staple
“There are only a few shoes throughout time
that have earmarked a real design language Chuck Taylor, Air Jordan I, Air Force I and the
Dunk is definitely there alongside those
shoes. The Dunk, to me, is just one of the
most classic silhouettes out there, they’re
comfortable, they’re timeless, they’re classic,
they go with everything. That’s why the Dunk
is one of my favorite shoes of all time ”
— Jeff Staple

Background
Otis recently acquired a collection of 5 Nike SB
Dunks sneakers, curated by Jeff Staple. This
document shares the story of Jeff Staple and the
sneakers in the collection.
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What Is Otis
Everyone has their thing. Maybe yours is sneakers, or
maybe it's contemporary art. Whatever it is, you get it
— the value assigned to a certain item, its cultural
significance, why it matters. But more often than not,
ownership of grails is out of the picture, whether
because fewer than 100 were made, or because that
six-figure price tag just doesn't work with your
budget.
At Otis, we turn aficionados into shareholders. We
believe in transparency, liquidity, and trusting your
own gut. We're democratizing an otherwise closed
market and making these alternative assets
accessible. Own shares in the things that you value,
and whose value you understand and build a
portfolio better suited to a museum than a stock
ticker.
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Disclaimers
The material in this presentation has been prepared by Otis Wealth, Inc.
(Otis) and is general background information about Otis’s activities current
as at the date of this presentation. This information is given in summary
form and does not purport to be complete. Information in this presentation,
including forecast financial information, should not be considered as
advice or a recommendation to investors or potential investors in relation
to holding, purchasing or selling securities or other financial products or
instruments and does not take into account your particular investment
objectives, financial situation or needs. Before acting on any information
you should consider the appropriateness of the information having regard
to these matters, any relevant offer document and in particular, you should
seek independent financial advice. All securities and financial product or
instrument transactions involve risks, which include (among others) the
risk of adverse or unanticipated market, financial or political developments
and, in international transactions, currency risk.

Past performance may not be indicative of future results. Investments in
alternatives, such as the investments offered on the Otis platform, are
illiquid and carry the risk of complete loss of capital. Key risks include,
but are not limited to, no operating history, limited diversification, risk of
damage or theft and no voting rights. Investors should carefully review
the risks located in the offering circular for a more comprehensive
discussion of risk.

Securities offered through North Capital Private Securities Corporation,
member FINRA/SIPC.

Otis is sponsoring a public offering pursuant to Regulation A under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended. The offering circular can be found
here.
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Highlights
1.

Legendary curator: The sneakers in this
collection were curated by Jeff Staple, who
has been referred to as one of the founding
fathers of streetwear and is an influential
figure in the sneaker community. He is best
known for designing the Nike SB Dunk Low
Staple “NYC Pigeon” sneaker, whose release
represented the “tipping point of sneaker
culture” with an unprecedented level of
demand that led to a riot.

2.

The historical popularity of the SB Dunk:
SB dunks kickstarted sneaker culture Highsnobiety notes that “SB hype saw the
arrival of endless lines and campouts outside
stores, sneaker magazines, sneaker-related
apparel brands, sneaker consignment stores,
online sneaker stores, sneaker swap-meets,
sneaker conventions, sneaker lace
companies, specific sneaker cleaning
products, and in the case of Jeff Staple’s SB
Dunk “Pigeon” release in New York in 2005,
full-on sneaker riots.”

3.

Scarcity: The sneakers in Series Drop 010 are
extremely scarce. For instance, only 150 pairs
of the Pigeons and 300 pairs of the What The
Dunk sneakers were believed to be made
(Continued on next page).

Highlights (continued)
Additionally, unlike many Nike models, the
sneakers in this collection are designs that
haven’t been restocked or recreated after
their initial release in the early 2000s.
4.

Growing market: The collectible sneaker
resale industry is currently an estimated $2
billion market in the U.S. and $6 billion
globally. The same report also states that
“sneakers are now an emerging alternative
asset class that 1) may earn illiquidity
premiums; 2) provides potential
diversification - non-correlated with
traditional asset classes; and 3) may earn
favorable risk reward characteristics.”

5.

Resurgence in popularity: The SB dunks are
notable for kickstarting sneaker culture, with
an ecosystem of buyers, sellers, and
resources forming around their release in the
early 2000s. In the last few years SB Dunks
have seen a resurgence in popularity. This
renewed hype comes as the result of
admiration by today’s biggest celebrities,
especially Travis Scott, who consistently
flaunt rare SB Dunks on social media. Nike
has also helped fuel this momentum by
pushing out new collaborations this year,
such as the Supreme and Off White
collaborations.

Curator
Background:
Jeff Staple

Jeff Staple
Born in New Jersey in 1975, Jeff Ng aka “Jeff Staple” is
widely considered to be one of the founding fathers
of modern sneaker culture. Eight years after the
creation of his label STAPLE in 1997, Jeff caught his
big break when Nike called on him to create a
commemorative sneaker that would represent New
York. The iconic release of the Staple Pigeon SB Dunk
was met with unprecedented demand and exposed
not only his label, but sneaker culture as a whole to
the masses.
Continued on next page.
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Jeff Staple (continued)
Two decades later, Jeff continues to shape sneaker
culture through a variety of mediums. He continues to
lead Staple Design Studio and has collaborated with
brands across a variety of industries such as Adidas,
Burton, ESPN, HBO, Kia Motors and many more. Jeff
also founded a now globally respected streetwear
brand called STAPLE that uses the infamous “Pigeon”
logo as its mascot. He’s expanded his retail presence
beyond his 2002 creation, REED SPACE, by
partnering with the TGS Group on Crusoe and Sons,
Extra Butter, Renarts, & Rooted and overseeing US
Creative Operations for Hypebeast’s retail banner
HBX NY.
Jeff also influences sneaker culture as the host of
Hypebeast’s popular podcast “The Business of
HYPE” where he interviews streetwear entrepreneurs
about the business decisions, trials and tribulations
that led to their success.
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A Brief History of
the Nike SB Dunk
Low

Source: Sneaker Bar Detroit

The Original Nike Dunk
In 1985, iconic Nike shoe designer, Peter Moore
designed the Nike Dunk. It was originally intended as a
college basketball shoe, designed for performance on
the court.
Before long, skaters took notice of the shoe for these
same performance features. As it turned out, the
Dunk’s cushioning, support, and added traction were
also helpful on the halfpipe.
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Source: Nike SB

The Nike SB Dunk is Born
Fast forward to 2001, Sandy Bodecker was appointed
as general manager of Nike SB, tasked with revamping
the struggling business. His solution—instead of
designing an entirely new skate shoe, give skaters a
better version of something they were already wearing.
Bodecker was able to convince Nike to revamp the
Dunk with crucial design changes to make it suitable
for skating. With the help of four key skaters—Danny
Supa, Gino Iannucci, Reese Forbes, and Richard
Mulder, the SB Dunk was developed. This resulted in
added padding into the insole, the improvement of the
sole to offer more traction, and the infamous “fat
tongue” of the SB Dunk Low Pro.
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Source: StockX

Rise in Popularity
While the Nike SB Dunk Low was streamlined for
skating performance, its design was a departure from
its chunkier counterparts. In short—the shoe looked
good on and off the board.
In the same way the original Nike Dunk had crossover
appeal with basketball players and skaters, the Nike
SB Dunk Low wasn’t just a skate shoe, it embodied a
good looking sneaker. This duality quickly drew
attention of sneakerheads; a monumental shift in the
trajectory of Nike SB as a whole.
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Source: Heabbi

In Pop Culture
Since their arrival in the early 2000’s, the Nike SB
Dunk Low has seen numerous color ways and
collaborations, cementing it as one of the most pivotal
sneaker silhouettes of all time.
Today, iterations of the Nike SB Dunk Low are among
the most coveted grails in the sneaker world. They
have become a favorite amongst celebrity sneaker
collectors including Travis Scott, Frank Ocean, Lebron
James and PJ Tucker.
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Sneaker Profiles

Nike SB Dunk Low Staple
"NYC Pigeon”
The story of the Staple Pigeon begins in 2005 with
Nike SB celebrating the twentieth anniversary of the
Dunk, the classic shoe originally designed for college
basketball programs across the US. Nike had reached
out to Jeff, who had already worked with the iconic
brand on a number of sneakers, to represent NYC on
a piece of footwear. Jeff knew that nothing
represented the persona of a New Yorker more
accurately than a pigeon - the city’s unflinching
survivalists who don’t move out of the way for
anyone. A few days before the February 22, 2005
release date, Staple posted a drop date on their
website, with the actual date obscured by pigeon
droppings. Continued on next page.
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Nike SB Dunk Low Staple
“NYC Pigeon”
(Continued)
Early sneakerheads quickly formed a line outside
Staple’s Reed Space store. By the time of the release,
the crowd had grown dangerously large, despite the
fact that only 30 of a total 150 pairs were being
offered at the store. Riots began to break out, with
kids being escorted straight into cabs after they
bought the shoes. The scene drew in news cameras
and the Pigeon’s release has been referred to as the
“tipping point of sneaker culture”.
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Specifications
BRAND

SIZE

Nike

8.5

COLOR WAY

Medium Grey / White Dark Grey

CONDITION

Deadstock with Box

DESIGNER

RELEASE DATE

PURCHASED FROM

PURCHASED FOR

YEAR PURCHASED
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Peter Moore / Jeff Staple

Feb. 22, 2005

Project Blitz

$16,000

2019

Nike SB Dunk Low
“Heineken”
Released in 2003, the “Heineken” was nicknamed
after the famous Dutch beer company despite the
fact that it was not an official licensed product from
Heineken. The shoes were a hit amongst Nike SB
fans, but not with Heineken, which issued a ceaseand-desist order. This legal trouble forced Nike to
halt production and pull the product from shelves,
causing a supply shock that helped make the
sneakers more valuable. The design features a base
created from a combination of green and white and a
black swoosh. Red appears on the laces and the
branding on the tongue and heel, which is similar to
the Heineken label.
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Specifications
BRAND

SIZE

Nike

8.5

COLOR WAY

Classic Green / BlackWhite-Red

CONDITION

Deadstock with Box

DESIGNER

RELEASE DATE

PURCHASED FROM

PURCHASED FOR

YEAR PURCHASED
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Peter Moore

Mar. 05, 2003

Project Blitz

$1,700

2019

Nike SB Dunk Low “What
The Dunk”
Created from 31 different Nike SB Dunks, “What The
Dunk” contains pieces of the Cali’s, the Luckies and
Unluckies, the Pigeons, the Shanghai 1 and 2’s, the
Jedi’s, the Supreme Hi’s and Lows, the Medicoms, the
Bucks, the Huf’s, the Denims, the Hemps, and the
Avengers. The neon green lining on the left shoe is an
ode to the “eBay Dunk”, a 1 of 1 which is viewed by
many as the rarest Nike SB sneaker ever made.
Designed by James Arizumi, approximately 300 pairs
were released October 1st, 2007 in anticipation of
“Nothing But The Truth”, Nike’s first ever feature
length skate film. The shoe popularized the idea of
loud, bright sneakers that are made to stand out and
helped bridge the gap between high fashion and
functional footwear.
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Specifications
BRAND

SIZE

Nike

7.5

COLOR WAY

White / College Blue Chrome - Deep Red-Red

CONDITION

Deadstock with Box

DESIGNER

Peter Moore / James
Arizumi

RELEASE DATE

PURCHASED FROM

PURCHASED FOR

YEAR PURCHASED
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Oct. 01, 2007

Project Blitz

$5,000

2019

Nike SB Dunk Low Pro
“Raygun”
The February 2005 release of the Nike SB Dunk Low
Pro “Raygun” was inspired by one of Nike’s most
legendary basketball campaigns, the Roswell
Rayguns. The Rayguns were a fictional basketball
team from the pre-NBA days that included Vince
Carter, Paul Pierce and other NBA superstars. Not
following traditional team colorways, the “Home”
edition you see here boasts black panelling as
opposed to the white hue seen on the “Away” pair.
Since the release of these sneakers thirteen years
ago, the Raygun logo has been used sparingly.
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Specifications
BRAND

SIZE

Nike

9.5

COLOR WAY

Orange Flash / Black Black

CONDITION

Deadstock with Box

DESIGNER

RELEASE DATE

PURCHASED FROM

Peter Moore /
Methamphibian
Feb. 01, 2005

Project Blitz

PURCHASED FOR

$700

YEAR PURCHASED

2019
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Nike SB Dunk Low
“Bison”
Released in March 2003, the Nike SB Dunk Low
Bison is the only color-way from Nike’s Silver Box era
to feature an all-suede build. The sneakers, which
have also been nicknamed “Red Toes” showcase a
relatively simple palette, with different shades of
brown appearing on the heel, quarter panel, swoosh
and toe box. These dark colors provide a contrast to
the bright red that wraps around the toe, giving these
sneakers a recognizable look.
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Specifications
BRAND

Nike

SIZE

10.5

COLOR WAY

Dark Cinder / Bison / Sport
Red

CONDITION

Deadstock with Box

DESIGNER

RELEASE DATE

PURCHASED FROM

Peter Moore

Mar. 01, 2003

Project Blitz

PURCHASED FOR

$600

YEAR PURCHASED

2019
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Provenance
We purchased these sneakers from Project Blitz, a
sneaker and streetwear collection turned retailer/
reseller, headed by prolific collector, Andre Ljustina.
Each shoe was hand selected from the collection and
authenticated by the Project Blitz team, and later a
third party consultant.

Condition
Each pair of sneakers is in excellent condition and
come equipped with their original box and
accessories. All shoes are considered deadstock,
which means that they have never been worn and
remain in their original condition from the time of sale.
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Average Annual Sale
Prices
Nike SB Dunk Low Staple “NYC Pigeon”
Total Appreciation
1 Year

41.7%

2 Year

108.1%

3 Year

159.2%

Note: Total appreciation and annualized returns are calculated based
on annual average sale price.

Average Annual Sale Prices for the Nike
SB Dunk Low Staple “NYC Pigeon”
Year

Average Sale Price

2019

$13,608

2018

$9,600

2017

$6,540

2016

$5,250

Source: Historical sales data for the Nike SB Dunk Low Staple “NYC
Pigeon” sourced from StockX pricing data.
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Average Annual Sale
Prices
Nike SB Dunk Low “Heineken”
Total Appreciation
1 Year

81.9%

2 Year

151.3%

3 Year

142.5%

Note: Total appreciation and annualized returns are calculated based
on annual average sale price.

Average Annual Sale Prices for the Nike
SB Dunk Low “Heineken”
Year

Average Sale Price

2019

$1,850

2018

$1,017

2017

$736

2016

$763

Source: Historical sales data for the Nike SB Dunk Low “Heineken”
sourced from StockX.
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Average Annual Sale
Prices
Nike SB Dunk Low “What The Dunk”
Total Appreciation
1 Year

124.6%

2 Year

157.9%

3 Year

185.2%

Note: Total appreciation and annualized returns are calculated based
on annual average sale price.

Average Annual Sale Prices for the Nike
SB Dunk Low “What The Dunk”
Year

Average Sale Price

2019

$5,302

2018

$2,361

2017

$2,056

2016

$1,859

Source: Historical sales data for the Nike SB Dunk Low “What The
Dunk” sourced from StockX.
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Average Annual Sale
Prices
Nike SB Dunk Low “Raygun”
Total Appreciation
1 Year

106.1%

2 Year

114%

3 Year

114.6%

Note: Total appreciation and annualized returns are calculated based
on annual average sale price.

Average Annual Sale Prices for the Nike SB Dunk
Low “Raygun”
Year

Average Sale Price

2019

$674

2018

$327

2017

$315

2016

$314

Source: Historical sales data for the Nike SB Dunk Low “Raygun”
sourced from StockX.
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Average Annual Sale
Prices
Nike SB Dunk Low “Bison”
Total Appreciation
1 Year

51.4%

2 Year

61.2%

3 Year

63.1%

Note: Total appreciation and annualized returns are calculated based
on annual average sale price.

Average Annual Sale Prices for the Nike SB Dunk
Low “Bison”
Year

Average Sale Price

2019

$571

2018

$377

2017

$354

2016

$350

Source: Historical sales data for the Nike SB Dunk Low “Bison”
sourced from StockX.
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